Abstract-This paper seeks to bound the effects of disturbances on the output by considering an output-boundary regulation (OBR) problem. If a priori (preview) information of the disturbance is available, feedforward approaches can overcome the limits of feedback methods for nonminimum-phase systems. The main contribution of this paper is to develop a feedforward-based control approach for nonminimum-phase systems when the disturbance is not known a priori. Furthermore, the performance of the proposed approach is quantified by providing the acceptable disturbance for a given output-error bound. Simulation results for a benchmark flexible-structure example are presented to show substantial performance improvement with the proposed optimal OBR approach compared with dc-gain-based or step-input-based approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper proposes and presents a solution to the output-boundary regulation (OBR) problem that seeks to bound the effects of disturbances on the output. Canceling the effects of disturbances is a fundamental control problem that is particularly challenging for nonminimum-phase systems in a variety of technologically important applications including: 1) maintaining precision control of probe-sample forces to avoid sample damage during high-speed operation of atomic force microscopes (AFMs) [1] , [2] and positioning systems [3] , [4] ; 2) wind turbines in the presence of wind-gust disturbances that are challenging to measure a priori [5] , [6] ; and 3) flight control of small unmanned aerial vehicles, which are more sensitive to wind disturbances when compared with larger aircraft [7] , [8] . The control challenge arises because typical feedback-based methods have fundamental performance limits for nonminimum-phase systems [9] - [12] . In some applications, feedback might not be easily implemented [13] . Feedforward can alleviate such control challenges-for nonminimum-phase systems, if preview information is available, then exact disturbance cancellation is possible with feedforward [14] - [18] . The main contribution of this paper is to develop feedforward control to bound the output error when the disturbance is not known in advance. The application of the proposed approach is illustrated with a benchmark flexible structure example. Simulation results show substantial performance improvement with the proposed optimal OBR approach (more than four times increase in the rate of change of the disturbance that can be accommodated) compared with dc-gain-based or step-input-based approaches. Note that inversion-based feedforward methods can overcome some of the limitations of feedback for nonminimum-phase systems and achieve precision tracking of a desired output that can exactly cancel known disturbances and/or track a desired output [14] - [17] . However, such (inversion-based) feedforward approaches tend to be noncausal for nonminimum-phase systems and rely on the use of a priori (preview) information of the disturbance. Therefore, inversion-based feedforward approaches are not suited for the situation when the disturbance is not known a priori and the system is nonminimum phase. This motivates the development of boundary regulation rather than exact compensation, when sufficient preview of the disturbance is not available. In particular, precomputed feedforward inputs will be used to rapidly transition the output away from the desired output boundary and thereby maintain the output error to remain within a desired region.
Rapid transition of the output (as it nears the output boundary) can be achieved using optimal (say bounded input and minimal time) solutions to the standard state transition (SST) problem to change the system state x from its current value, e.g., x(0) at time t = 0 (close to the output boundary) to a nominal state x(T tt ) = x at time t = T tt , away from the boundary. The transition time can be reduced further if only the system output needs to be transitioned from one value to another rather than the transition of the entire system state. For example, the optimal output transition (OOT) problem is to change the output y from an initial value [say y(t) = y] to a final value [say y(t) = 0 for all time t > T tt ] while minimizing a given cost function. Extensions of the output transition problem, with preactuation and postactuation, were posed in [19] , which led to the minimum-time solution from a prespecified class of output trajectories. The general problem of OOT was posed and solved in [20] , connections of the approach with the input shaping method were studied in [21] and [22] , Fig. 1 . Schematic of the system. A disturbance d adds to the plant output z to yield the output y, which needs to be regulated within a boundary.
and extensions of the OOT approach for nonlinear systems and actuator-redundant systems were recently developed in [23] and [24] . This OOT approach to design feedforward is adapted in this paper to rapidly transition the output to the nominal value for solving the OBR problem. The application of the event-driven feedforward control in [25] can be used for output tracking in applications such as AFMs [2] . The proposed event-based feedforward expands the concept of event-based feedback proposed in [26] and [27] , by allowing more general input (rather than, say, an input proportional to the state) at each event trigger. While the use of feedforward to control a single output transition is well understood, several research problems arise when using multiple such transitions with the proposed boundary regulation approach. For example, multiple transitions can lead to potential loss of performance (boundary regulation) and loss of input boundedness. These theoretical problems, of ensuring performance and input boundedness with event-based feedforward, are addressed here. This paper expands [28] by providing proofs of lemmas, developing bounds on the inputs under multiple transitions, and providing detailed simulation results. This paper begins with the problem formulation in Section II, and the input for OBR is found in Section III. The OBR performance and input boundedness are discussed in Section IV. Numerical examples with a benchmark flexible structure are provided in Section V. The conclusions are in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION APPROACH

A. Output-Boundary-Regulation Problem
Let G be a linear time-invariant nonminimum-phase plant described byẋ
where A is Hurwitz with eigenvalues on the open left-half of the complex plane (i.e., G is stable), and let d be a disturbance that adds to the scalar output z of the plant G, as shown in Fig. 1 to yield the output y
Then, the OBR problem is to find a bounded input u that maintains the output y within prespecified bounds
Although the lower bound Y and upper bound Y are kept the same, in the following, for simplicity, they can be chosen to be different, without substantial change in the following arguments. 
Remark 1 (Output Tracking):
The regulation problem of maintaining the output y close to zero is the same as the problem of tracking an a priori unknown plant output z d = −d, with a bounded tracking error.
B. OBR Approach
If the output y nears the output-error bounds [−Y , Y ] and is outside a transition-trigger region
then the proposed OBR approach triggers a transition of the output y back toward the nominal value y nom = 0 as illustrated in Fig. 2 . This is achieved using a precomputed feedforward input u ff that transitions the output by a transition-trigger bound of y (or −y using −u ff ) within a transition time T tt . In particular, a transition is triggered at time
where the initial time is defined as t 0 = −T trig and the minimum trigger time T trig between transitions is greater than the transition time T tt
Thus, the output transitions are enabled at discrete time instants (trigger times) t k > 0 (k = 1, 2, 3, . . .), which are separated by at least the minimum trigger time T trig . Remark 2: Although the emphasis of this paper is on nonminimum-phase systems, the proposed OBR approach is applicable to minimum-phase systems as well.
C. Main Issues
The main issues in the proposed OBR approach (addressed in the following sections) are to perform the following: 1) find the output-transition control to rapidly move the output y away from the boundary; 2) quantify performance in terms of a relationship between the acceptable output-error bound [−Y , Y ] and the type of disturbance d that can be handled by the OBR approach; 3) ensure that the OBR input u is bounded when the disturbance d is bounded. 
III. OUTPUT-TRANSITION CONTROL
This section begins by developing the input law for a single output transition. The output y can be changed by changing the plant output z. Therefore, the input law for a single plant-output transition is studied first. Multiple output transitions are then composed of time-delayed versions of these single output transitions to develop the OBR solution.
A. Single Plant-Output Transition
Consider the general problem of transitioning the plant output z from (a steady-state value) zero to the final (steady state) value of y
during the transition time T tt . The plant output should be constant before and after the transition, as shown in Fig. 3 z
Remark 3 (Nonzero Steady-State Post-Transition Input): In general, the input can be nonzero outside of the time interval t ∈ (0, T tt ) over which the plant output z is transitioned. In this paper, we assume that preview information about the desired transition is not available, and hence pretransition input (before the transition, for time t ≤ 0) cannot be used. However, post-transition input (after the transition, for time t ≥ T tt ) is possible. This post-transition input tends to a nonzero steady-state value after the transition since the final plant output z, at the end of the transition, is not necessarily an equilibrium point of the system in (1) as in standard OOT approaches, as in [20] .
There are many plant-input-and-plant-output pairs that achieve the single plant-output z transition specified in (8) and (9) . However, the nonzero steady-state value for the input (after the transition) implies that standard cost functions, which minimize the input energy to optimally select a plant-input-and-plant-output pair as in [20] , cannot be used because the post-transition energy cost would be infinite. In the following, we use a cost function that optimizes the plant output, or more specifically, the time derivative of the plant output (d r /dt r )z(t), where r is the relative degree of the system to select the plant-output trajectory z to achieve the desired transition. This approach ensures that the resulting plant-output trajectory z is invertible and an exact-tracking input u can be found to achieve the transition.
Note that there are two issues in a single transition: 1) transitioning the plant output by z in the transition time interval, i.e., time t ∈ I = [0, T tt ] and 2) maintaining the plant output constant afterward during post-transition for time t > T tt . The second problem is discussed first, since it informs on the type of state constraints needed during the transition to ensure the following. 1) Preactuation is not needed.
2) The plant output can be maintained constant during postactuation with bounded inputs as in the standard OOT approach [20] . Inverse Input: A relationship between the plant output z and the input u can be found using the r th time derivative of the plant output as
where r is the relative degree of the system, which corresponds to the difference between the number of poles and zeros of a linear time-invariant system, and B y = 0. The inverse input u inv needed to track any sufficiently smooth plant output trajectory z (including the specific case of constant plant output where the time derivatives are zero) can be found from (10) as
The system state x can be decomposed into known components ξ (in terms of the desired plant output z and its time derivatives) and unknown components η
where
. . .
Matrix T η is chosen such that the transformation matrix T is invertible resulting in the following inverse transformation:
The expression for the inverse input in (11) can be rewritten as the output of the following inverse system, by differentiating η in (12) and using the system description in (1) for the time derivative of state x to obtain:
Then, replacing the state x using (14) results iṅ
where η is referred to as the internal state and
For hyperbolic systems (without zeros on the imaginary axis of the complex plane), it can be assumed, without loss of generality, that the matrix T η is chosen such that the internal dynamics in (16) is decoupled into stable η s and unstable η u subsystems [20] 
with
where A s and −A u are the Hurwitz matrices whose eigenvalues are on the open left-half of the complex plane.
1) Post-Transition:
When the plant output is constant z(t) = z for t > T tt , its derivatives are zero and the known part of the state ξ in (13) becomes (21) and the input Z in (19) to the internal dynamics becomes
Note that the internal dynamics in (19) becomes autonomous, and the unstable component η u of the internal dynamics (for t > T tt ) is given by
for time t > T tt with a potential steady-state (equilibrium) value
To prevent the unstable component η u of the internal dynamics from increasing without bound, it is required to be at the steady-state value η u at time t = T tt
On the other hand, irrespective of the value of the stable component η s at the end of the transition at time t = T tt , it reaches the steady state with a solution given by
for time t > T tt with the steady-state value
Then, the post-transition input is given, from (17), (22), (25) , and (26), as (for t > T tt )
2) During the Transition Interval: As discussed before, there is no constraint on the stable internal-state component η s (T tt ) at the end of the transition interval I, i.e., at time t = T tt . However, the plant output z should be chosen such that 1) both the plant output and its derivatives Z as well as 2) the unstable component of the internal dynamics η u transition to their steady state values during the transition interval I. The dynamics of the associated reduced-dimensional statex
that need to be transitioned can be found by differentiating (13) and using (19) asẋ
where Z is defined in (18)
and the inputũ to the system is a prefiltered version of the time derivative of the plant output
The reduced-dimensional statex should transition from
to, from (21), (22) , (24) , and (25)
a) Optimal output-transition trajectory: For a given transition time T tt , an SST (minimum-energy) problem is solved to select the plant output z during the transition interval I, by minimizing the cost functional J given by
subject to the state boundary constraints in (34) and (35), where the subscript T tt is used to emphasize the dependence on the specific choice of the final time T tt .
Remark 4 (Frequency Weighting):
The prefilter in (33) allows frequency weighting in the cost functional J T tt , as discussed in [29] . The prefilter can be designed to reduce the high-frequency components in the inputũ and therefore in the plant output z during the transition. It also ensures continuity of the plant output's time derivative
Remark 5: Other approaches can be used to select the plant output z during the transition interval I, e.g., by optimally selecting from a prespecified set of polynomial trajectories, as studied in [19] or choosing other forms of the cost functional J T tt .
The optimal minimal-energy inputũ T tt is given bỹ
where indicates transpose, the state differenced(T tt ) is, from (34) and (35)
The invertible controllablity gramian is
b) Transition input: Corresponding to the optimal inputũ T tt , the optimal reduced statex T tt can be found by solving (30) using the zero initial condition from (34)-the corresponding plant output and its time derivatives are represented by Z T tt and the unstable internal dynamics by η u,T tt . The resulting stable internal dynamics can be found from (19) as
for all time t in the transition interval I, where the initial condition is η s (0) = 0 corresponding to the initial equilibrium state x(0) = 0. The input u during the transition interval I can then be found from (17) as
c) Optimal input and output: The time-energy optimal input u ff,T tt for a single plant-output transition from z = 0 to z = z = y is given by (28) and (41) as
The plant output z corresponding to applying the optimal input u ff,T tt in (42) to the system in (1) with zero initial conditions x(0) = 0 is referred to as the optimal plant output z ff,T tt . The corresponding output y without disturbance d is referred to as the optimal output
Note that the optimal output y ff,T tt reaches a constant after the transition time T tt , i.e., y ff,T tt (t) = y ∀t > T tt . d) Undershoot and overshoot: The normalized undershoot y us and overshoot y os of the optimal output y ff,T tt , during the single output transition from z = 0 to z = y, are defined as
and
since the undershoot and overshoot of the optimal output y ff,T tt also correspond to the normalized undershoot z us and overshoot z os of the optimal plant output z ff,T tt [from (43)] and shown in Fig. 3 .
B. OBR Input With Multiple Output Transitions
The single-transition input u ff,T tt in (42) is used to develop the OBR input u ff,k for multiple transitions. In particular, for time t ≥ t k , the OBR input u ff,k is defined as
and the initial input is zero
This input u = u ff,k is applied as a feedforward to the system from output transition time t = t k till the next transition at time t k+1 , i.e., during the time interval I k = [t k , t k+1 ). Thus, the OBR input in (46) aims to transition the output y by ±y at every transition-trigger time t k . The issue is to quantify performance with such multiple output-transitions.
Remark 6 (Computational Effort):
An advantage of adding the same feedforward input ±u ff,T tt at each output-transition time t k , for k > 1, in (46) is the ease of implementation in terms of the computational effort.
IV. PERFORMANCE WITH MULTIPLE TRANSITIONS
A. OBR Performance Quantification
Toward establishing conditions for maintaining the output y 
Proof: At the first trigger time t 1 , the output y and disturbance d are related by, from (2)
since the initial plant output z(0) = Cx(0) is zero, and the input is zero from (47), leading to
Let the results of the lemma in (49) be satisfied for some k > 1. Then, the next input u ff,k+1 in (46) changes the plant output by the optimal plant output z ff,T tt , i.e., for time t ∈ [t k+1 , t k+2 )
to change the plant output z by ±y to cancel the output at y(t k+1 ) within the transition time T tt , i.e., for time t ∈ [t k+1 + T tt , t k+2 )
Substituting expressions for z(t k+1 ) and y(t k+1 ) from (49) into (53) yields, for time t ∈ [t k+1 + T tt , t k+2 )
which results in 
for all time instants t a and t b , the minimum trigger time T trig satisfies an inequality in (7), and the transition-trigger bound y is chosen to be sufficiently small
and, as in (48), the initial output y(0) is within the transition-trigger bound y and the initial condition of the plant x(0) is zero. Proof: Subtracting the output y(t k ) from the output y(t) at any time t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ) with k ≥ 1 results in, from (2)
where the plant output z is changed with the input u ff,k in (46) as
resulting in
) ∀k ≥ 1. From (49), the magnitude of the output y(t k ) is y. The maximum y sup and minimum y inf of the output y are found below using (56) and (60)-these should remain within the desired output bounds [−Y , Y ]. Assuming that the output y(t k ) at the trigger time t k is positive, y(t k ) = +y > 0, the supremum of the output y for time t ∈ [t k , t k + T trig ] is
where the normalized undershoot z us is defined in (44), and the infimum y inf of the output y for time t ∈ [t k , t k + T trig ] is (similarly)
where the normalized overshoot z os is defined in (45). On the other hand, if the output y(t k ) at the trigger time t k is negative, y(t k ) = −y < 0, then the supremum y sup and infimum y inf of the output y for time t ∈ [t k , t k + T trig ] are (using arguments similar to the case when y(t k ) = +y) 
B. OBR Input Boundedness
Bounds on the optimal single-transition input u ff,T tt in (42) are established in the lemma below and used to establish bounds on the OBR input u ff,k in (46) for the multiple-transition case.
Lemma 3 (OBR Single-Transition Input Boundedness):
The bound u * (T tt ) on the single-transition input u ff,T tt in (42) is finite
for any finite transition time T tt (< ∞).
Proof: The single-transition input u ff,T tt in (42) consists of the transition input u tran in (41) and the post-transition input u post in (28) . Given a finite transition time T tt < ∞, the input u tran in (41) is bounded since a linear system cannot have a finite escape time, i.e., the stable internal state η s,T tt in (40), the reduced-dimensional statex in (30) , the optimal minimal-energy inputũ in (37), and the controllability gramian G tran in (39) are bounded provided time 0 ≤ t ≤ T tt < ∞. The post-transition input u post given in (28) is bounded for all time t ≥ 0 because the stable component η s is bounded in (26) .
Lemma 4 (OBR Input Boundedness):
The OBR input u ff,k in (46) is bounded by
where the bound u * (T tt ) is in (67), provided that the disturbance is bounded by, for all t ≥ t k and k ≥ 1
where the bound u * (T tt ) is in (67). Then, from (49) and (50)
The disturbance d at any time t k can be written as, from (49) and (50) 
Then, from (69) and (72)
Substituting (73) into (71), the OBR input in (46) is bounded by U * k ≤ (u * (T tt )D * /y) and the lemma follows since this is true for all k ≥ 1.
Remark 9: Undershoot and overshoot in the plant output can occur during the single transition. Similarly, the input u * (T tt ) needed for a single transition can become large due to peaking-type phenomena. In general, one would expect a tradeoff between the speed of transition (i.e., the minimum transition time T tt ) and the bound on the input u * (T tt ) as well as undershoot and overshoot in the output. The OBR approach can be used with other single-transition inputs, e.g., found using approaches that can place bounds on the input size for the single transition [30] . The analysis in this paper can be used to develop a relationship between the overall bounds on the input (for multiple transitions) and the acceptable types of disturbances.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE The OBR feedforward approach is illustrated using a benchmark flexible structure example. The proposed approach is comparatively evaluated against other feedforward methods.
A. System Model
Consider a flexible structure with two masses connected by a flexible rod and one side is connected to the fixed wall by another flexible rod, as shown in Fig. 4 . The input u is force F applied to the left mass (displacement x 2 ) and output z is the displacement x 1 of the right mass. The example system is nonminimum phase due to noncollocation of the input and output of the system.
The output z needs to cancel the disturbance d, as shown in Fig. 1 . Such a problem of positioning the endpoint of a flexible structure arises in applications such as AFMs [2] . For example, the tip of an AFM cantilever needs to track an unknown sample surface (time trajectory) with bounded error to ensure that the tip-sample forces are bounded while the flexible structure (an AFM cantilever) is scanned over a sample. Note that the problem of tracking an unknown sample surface with the endpoint is equivalent to a disturbancerejection problem.
The equation of motion, modeled using finite-element method [31] , is given by
, and the lumped mass M L and effective mass M r of the rods are
repectively, and the stiffness matrix K r for the rods is given by where the density, the cross-sectional area, length, and elastic modulus of each rod are ρ r , A r , L r , and E r , respectively, and the damping matrix is
, where α r is a constant. In the simulation presented below, the system parameters were Fig. 4, i. e., u = F, and the output z is the displacement of the right mass x 1 , i.e., z = x 1 . The plant G, as shown in Fig. 1 , is given by
which is stable, with a nonminimum-phase zero at 1.051, and has relative degree r = 2.
B. OBR Approach
The OBR performance is evaluated by comparing the disturbance rate of change that can be accommodated, i.e., without exceeding the desired output bound Y . The disturbance d in (2) is chosen as a ramp with ramp ratė
The disturbance is kept constant after time T D , i.e., the disturbance is bounded by d(t) ≤ d(T D ) = D * for all time t > 0. A higher disturbance ramp rateḊ * implies better performance (see Fig. 5 ).
1) Comparative Evaluation of OBR:
Tracking results using the proposed OBR approach are compared with results using dc-gain feedforward without OBR and results using OBR with step input as feedforward.
a) DC-gain feedforward (without OBR):
The current value of the disturbance (if available) is applied to the plant G as a feedforward to cancel the disturbance d using
b) OBR with step input as feedforward: The singletransition input u ff,T tt used in the OBR input u ff,k in (46) is replaced by the steady-state value of the step input u st,k for t ≥ t k as
where the transition-trigger bound y can still be obtained using (57) (with information of the normalized undershoot z us and overshoot z os of the step response) and the initial input is zero u st,0 (t) = 0 for all t > 0 using a settling time T set (e.g., a typical 5% settling time was used in the simulation below) as the minimum trigger time T trig .
2) OBR Single Plant-Output Transition:
The optimal input u ff,T tt for a single transition and the transition-trigger bound y are interdependent. To find the optimal input u ff,T tt , it is necessary to know the final value of the plant output z, which is, according to (8) , the transition-trigger bound y. However, to find the transition-trigger bound y from (57), it is necessary to know the normalized undershoot z us and overshoot z os associated with the optimal input u ff,T tt .
To resolve this interdependence, the minimal-energy inputũ T tt ,nom for a set of specified transition times T tt (chosen to be in the range T tt ∈ [0.01, 10] s for the following simulations) was obtained from (37) when the final value of the plant output z(T tt ) was chosen as a nominal value of one
Note that the minimal-energy inputũ T tt ,nom is linear in the final plant output z(T tt ) = z nom , from (37) and (38). Therefore, the corresponding plant outputz T tt ,nom was used to find the normalized undershoot z us and overshoot z os , for all final values z(T tt ) of the plant output z, by replacing z ff,T tt =z T tt ,nom in (44) and (45). Next, the transition-trigger bound y T tt was computed from (57), and the single-transition input u ff,T tt for a given transition time T tt was found using
Using the nominal final value of the plant output z nom = 1 in (80), the equilibrium internal states η were obtained using (24) and (27) , where the transformation matrix T was and normalized overshoot of z os = 0 of the plant output z were as shown in Fig. 6 (top right plot).
Transition-Trigger Bound:
The constant output-error bound Y should be less than the disturbance bound D * , i.e., Y < D * -otherwise, the OBR method would not be necessary. In the following simulations, the output-error bound was chosen to be Y = 10, which is 10% of the disturbance bound D * = 100. The transition-trigger bound y T tt was obtained using (57) as y T tt = 2.78. The nominal input u ff,nom shown in Fig. 6 was scaled by the transition-trigger bound y T tt as in (81) to find the single-transition input u ff,T tt that changed the plant output z by the transition-trigger bound y T tt .
C. Results and Discussion
1) Effect of Minimum Trigger-Time Choice:
The acceptable limit of the disturbance ramp rateḊ * is inversely proportional to the minimum trigger time T trig from (65). The minimum trigger time T trig , in turn, needs to be at least as large as the transition time T tt from (7). Therefore, better OBR performance (rejection of disturbances with larger ramp ratesḊ * ) can be achieved if the transition time T tt is smaller. The results show this trend. For example, with a transition time of T tt = 1 s, the acceptable disturbance ramp rateḊ * is 2.8 ( Fig. 5) , as shown in Fig. 7(left plots) . The acceptable disturbance ramp rateḊ * can be increased by 60% tȯ D * = 4.5 by decreasing the transition time to T tt = 0.1 s, as observed in Fig. 7(right plots) . Thus, a smaller minimum trigger time T trig provides better OBR performance.
A smaller minimum trigger time T trig requires larger inputs. For example, the input magnitude of u * (T tt ) = 3.5 × 10 6 required with a minimum trigger time of T trig = 0.1 s is more than two orders of magnitude larger than the input magnitude of u * (T tt ) = 2.1 × 10 4 needed with a minimum trigger time of T trig = 1 s, as observed in Figs. 7(top plot) and 9(top left plot). Thus, a larger single-transition input u ff,T tt is required for canceling larger ramp-rateḊ * disturbances. In addition, a smaller minimum trigger time T trig leads to a higher trigger frequency and therefore requires an input with a higher frequency content. This implies that the actuator bandwidth should be high and the system should accommodate potentially high-frequency vibrations (although the amplitude might be low) to reject large ramp-rateḊ * disturbances.
Reducing the minimum trigger time T trig , however, also tends to increase the normalized undershoot z us for nonminimum-phase systems, which reduces the transition trigger bound y T tt from (57). This can, in turn, limit the maximum value of y T tt /T trig and thereby limit the maximum acceptable disturbance ramp rateḊ * from (65). For example, as observed in Table I and Fig. 9(bottom left plot) , the normalized undershoot of z us = 20 (with a minimum trigger time of T trig = 0.1 s) is 12.5 times larger than the normalized undershoot of z us = 1.6 (with a minimum trigger time of T trig = 1 s). The increase in the normalized undershoot z us with a decrease in the minimum trigger time T trig limits the OBR performance-the maximum disturbance ramp rateḊ * is bounded to be approximatelyḊ * ≈ 5 as the minimum trigger time T trig is decreased as observed in Fig. 9(bottom right plot) .
2) Comparative Evaluation: The proposed OBR approach can improve performance compared with the dc-gain feedforward, the cost is larger input and increased input bandwidth. For example, the acceptable disturbance ramp rate ofḊ * = 4.5 with OBR with a minimum trigger time of T trig = 0.1 s is 4.6 times larger compared with the acceptable disturbance ramp rate oḟ D * = 0.98 with the dc-gain feedforward, as observed in Table I and Fig. 8 (bottom left plot) . However, the corresponding input magnitude of u * (T tt ) = 3.5 × 10 6 with the OBR approach is substantially larger than input magnitude of u * (T tt ) = 100 with the dc-gain feedforward as observed in Table I and Fig. 8 (bottom right plot) . Note that results using OBR with step input as feedforward are substantially worse than both the proposed optimal OBR and the dc-gain feedforward approaches due to typically low structural damping of flexible structures that leads to a very large settling time of the system T set = 2.2 × 10 3 s. The acceptable disturbance ramp rateḊ * for the step-input-based OBR isḊ * = 1.4 × 10 −3 , which is a couple of orders smaller than the dc-gain feedforward and the optimal OBR approach. These results show that the proposed optimal OBR approach provides better disturbance cancellation rate when compared with the dc-gain-based method and significantly enhances the OBR performance when compared with the step-input-based approach.
3) Sensitivity to Parametric Uncertainties: The effects of parametric uncertainties on the proposed OBR approach are numerically investigated here. Uncertainties in the system G(s) in (77) 
where k m = −0.006 is the gain, ζ is the damping ratio, ω is the frequency, and subscripts z and p represent zeros and poles of the system, respectively. Simulations were performed by varying the damping and frequency parameters-all variations were the same, i.e., ζ p,1 = ζ p,2 = ω z,1 = ω z,2 = ω p,1 = ω p,2 , where the variation β of a parameter β from the nominal value β nom is defined as β = β − β nom β nom × 100 and Ḋ * =Ḋ * −Ḋ * noṁ
and Ḋ * is the resulting variation in the acceptable ramp rateḊ * without recomputing the single-transition input u ff,T tt and a fixed trigger time T trig of 1 s. The effects of ±5% variations in the damping ratio ζ and the natural frequency ω of the system are shown in Fig. 10 . As can be observed in Fig. 10 , parametric uncertainties in the damping ratio ζ and the natural frequency ω result in a gradual degradation of performance of the proposed OBR approach. Therefore, a desired performance can be maintained provided that the modeling uncertainties are sufficiently small.
4) Ongoing Efforts:
The proposed OBR approach can reduce the effects of an unknown disturbance to be within given output-error bounds, provided that the disturbance rate is less than an acceptable value. The results using the proposed OBR approach could be further improved with the use of feedback as in [2] and [25] -although with some limits due to nonminimum-phase dynamics. These studies, which would depend on the particular feedback used, are not included here to illustrate the performance of the feedforward schemes. Analysis of such combined systems as well as experimental efforts is part of our ongoing efforts.
VI. CONCLUSION
OBR, using event-based feedforward, for nonminimumphase systems was discussed in this paper. The proposed OBR approach can reduce the effects of unknown disturbances to be within given output-error bounds-the acceptable level of disturbance rate was quantified. Simulation results for a benchmark flexible structure example showed substantial performance improvement with the proposed optimal OBR approach (more than four times increase in the rate of change of the disturbance that can be accommodated) compared with dc-gain-based or step-input-based approaches.
